WORLD PLOUGHING ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE  2023/24

WORLD PLOUGHING ORGANIZATION
CHAIRMAN
Lars Gammelvind

VICE CHAIRMAN
Peter Gladwell

Elected by WPO
Governing Board

Elected by WPO
Governing Board

WORLD PLOUGHING ORGANIZATION
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN
Lars Gammelvind

VICE CHAIRMAN
Peter Gladwell

ELECTED MEMBER
Elected by WPO
Governing Board

WORLD PLOUGHING ORGANIZATION
GENERAL SECRETARY
Anna Marie McHugh

Instructions from
Elected

WORLD PLOUGHING ORGANIZATION
GOVERNING BOARD
26 Affiliates 2023/24
One representative from each affiliate

WORLD PLOUGHING ORGANIZATION
TREASURER
Saint & Co.

WORLD PLOUGHING ORGANIZATION
WORKING COMMITTEES
HEAD STEWARDS
Oversees competition, competitors’ compliance
BRIEFING TEAM
Briefs competitors, judges, stewards
SCRUTINEERS TEAM
Process and advise results, assist during official functions
RULES COMMITTEE
Advises additions and deletions of rules
TIME KEEPERS
Erect, test and ensure operation of beacon system
PLOUGH INSPECTORS/SAFETY
Ensures safety and ploughs conform to rules
PLOT STEWARD TEAM
Arrange and instruct plot steward teams
DEPTH STEWARDS
Arrange and instruct depth steward teams
PARADE MARSHALLS
Oversee competitors for parade of tractors
PRACTICE MARSHALLS
Oversee official practice

Responsible to